FINALLY HOLIDAY AGAIN !
22.-26.02.2023
REISE + CAMPING TRENDS & NEWS!
REISE + CAMPING 2023 - the largest tourism trade fair in NRW - presents a nature-oriented and attractive holiday
world that uniquely combines the holiday experience for young and old through sustainability, safety and trends.
Present yourself to a target group that redefines camping and activity and seeks travel adventure in nature. Inspire
the fair visitors with your products and offers and convince them with new holiday possibilities.
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profit additionally from synergy effects!
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TRAVEL & TOURISM
With a distant or nearby destination, as a package or individual trip or also as a cycling, glamping or caravanning
holiday - experience and relaxation have many facets.
In addition to national and international tourism, the BVCD presentation "Campingland Deutschland" is also present
at the fair.
In the meantime, the "Erlebnis Kreuzfahrten" section has become an integral part of the fair and attracts numerous interested people who want to conquer rivers or oceans in complete comfort.

CAMPING & CARAVANING

VISITOR-PROFIL
95 % were very satisfied
93 % would like to come again
44 % buy / order directly at the fair
45 % come from a radius of over 50 km

Source: Gelszus 2020

For those interested in camping, REISE + CAMPING is a "must". Here you can excellently show what makes
camping an unforgettable experience. And what there is to discover in terms of glamping, travelling by
motorhome or outdoor accessories, both tried and tested and new. Because the camping boom in
in Germany continues unabated and is still growing - whether in tents, caravans or motorhomes.

PARTNER
Touristic Partner

Branch Partner

CONTACT
Do you have any questions? We are there for you personally!
Gunter Arndt

Nina Ehlert

Maria Picciallo

Head of Project

Coordinator Marketing

Team Lead Sales

Fon: +49 201 7244-237

Fon: +49 201 7244-516

Fon: +49 201 7244-832

gunter.arndt@messe-essen.de

nina.ehlert@messe-essen.de

maria.picciallo@messe-essen.de

Fax: +49 201 7244-513

Opening hours: 22.02.-26.02.2023, Täglich 10.00 – 18.00 Uhr

